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Inversion Series™           
with Glide-Lock™ 

Introducing the Inversion Series Uprights. With the 

patented Glide Lock™ these can be used both ways, 

up- and downwards.  Resulting in an easy-to-use 

system that can be extended bottom up to the 

required height without using a ladder. It’s unique 

design allows users to remain in a safe, grounded, 

position, while the telescopic uprights rises or lowers.  

 
Various lengths (max height 5 meter):  
Two piece telescoping system:  
0.9m - 1.5m / 1.2m - 2.0m / 1.5m - 2.4m /  

1.8m - 3.0m / 2.0m - 3.6m / 2.4m - 4.2m /  

2.75m - 4.9m  

 
 
Standard fitted with Versatop 2.0 Crown™  

Quick “top down” sockets.  

Design allows for ground up lifting and 

lowering. 

Single button lock release for controlled 

lowering 

Compatible with all Pipe & Base 2.0® 

accessories.  

 

Available in Anodized silver and black. 
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VersaTopCare 

As from January 2020 VersaTopCare is the authorized 
distributor for Europe for the entire product line of 
Versatop US. 
Not only will we be able to quickly deliver all products 
directly from our Dutch based stock, but we will also 
be available for support and advice regarding Pipe & 
Base Systems. If a product, despite our large stock 
amounts, is not available, we will take care of quick 
delivery, in cooperation with Versatop US. 
For all our logistics we cooperate with reliable partners 
in international transport and customs purposes.  

Uprights with             
Glide-Lock™ 

Smart               Simple                   Safe  

A revolutionary make-over of the old bearing style slip lock collar. 
No wear out damages our crush injuries. Easy, one-hand lifting 
and with just one button-controlled lowering. 
That is the patented Versatop Glide Lock™ system.  

 

 

Various lengths (max height 7 meter):  
Two piece telescoping system:  
0.9m - 1.5m / 1.2m - 2.0m /         
1.5m - 2.4m / 1.8m - 3.0m /  
2.0m - 3.6m  
 
Three piece telescoping system::  
1.5m - 3.3m / 1.8m - 4.0m /           
2.0m - 5.0m / 2.4m - 6.0m /  
2.7m - 7.0m  
  
Standard fitted with Versatop 2.0 Crown™ _ 

Quick “top down” sockets.  
Compatible with all Pipe & Base 2.0® accessories.  
 

Available in Anodized silver and black.  
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2.0® Telescoping Cross Bars 

The heart of Versatop Pipe & Base 2.0® system is the unique “ball 

and socket” -design. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The telescoping cross bars with the Ball Cap™ allows you to attach 

various system components in a fast and safe way. With no hooks 

or sharp edges, the top load connection equates to time savings 

with less damage during set up and tear down. 

Faster—Stronger—Safer—Better 

When choosing Versatop™ products, you introduce a 

revolutionary Pipe & Drape System for your event. 

From time savings and innovative solutions to versatile 

adapters that help you safely, well organized and 

efficient working. 

Versatop’s™ approach regarding product development 

created a revolution in the market, by introducing an 

innovation into an old system that has not been 

improved for decades.  

With Pipe & Base 2.0® you have much stronger, safer 

and long lasting product compared to the old hook & 

slot system.   

                                              VersaTopCare 

VersaTopCare started in January 2020 being the 

authorized European distributor for  

Versatop products Pipe & Base 2.0  

VersaTopCare is part of the StageCare group  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VersaTopCare team: 

 

Monique Barendsen - Schut  mob.+31651950081                      

Anita van den Berg - Gouw   mob.+31613904997                                   

Berry van den Berg               mob.+31611010008     

                  

                 Smart—Simple—Safe 

              Our mission: 

         Save (your) time and money 
 

2.0® Smart accessories 

Sidearm™   Shoulder Block™   Mounting Post ™ 


